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Abstract
We develop a novel method for training of GANs for unsupervised
and class conditional generation of images, called Linear Discriminant
GAN (LD-GAN). The discriminator of an LD-GAN is trained to maximize
the linear separability between distributions of hidden representations of
generated and targeted samples, while the generator is updated based on
the decision hyper-planes computed by performing LDA over the hidden
representations. LD-GAN provides a concrete metric of separation capacity
for the discriminator, and we experimentally show that it is possible
to stabilize the training of LD-GAN simply by calibrating the update
frequencies between generators and discriminators in the unsupervised case,
without employment of normalization methods and constraints on weights.
In the class conditional generation tasks, the proposed method shows
improved training stability together with better generalization performance
compared to WGAN (Arjovsky et al. 2017) that employs an auxiliary
classifier.
1 Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs, Goodfellow et al. (2014)) have shown
great success in generating authentic images. In a GAN, a generator is trained
together with a discriminator simultaneously, by performing an adversarial
game in which the discriminator is trained to distinguish real samples from
those generated by the generator. Although GANs have demonstrated very
impressive progress on various synthesizing tasks (Ledig et al. 2016; Reed et al.
2016; Mathieu et al. 2015; Zhu et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2016), training of such
networks is known to be demanding due to the instability caused by vanishing
and exploding gradient problems (Arjovsky and Bottou 2017). In earlier works,
several variations of the vanilla GAN have been developed to provide better
stability and convergence (Salimans et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2016; Nowozin
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et al. 2016; Metz et al. 2016; Poole et al. 2016). Recently, a new family of GANs
that either explicitly (Mroueh et al. 2017) or implicitly (Arjovsky et al. 2017;
Qi 2017) employ moment matching objectives have achieved impressive progress
in stabilizing the training of GANs. Notably, Arjovsky et al. (2017) proposed
the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) that employs Wasserstein distance instead of
Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence to address the vanishing gradient problems of
the vanilla GAN. Qi (2017) suggested a similar approach by using Lipschitz
constraints on the data probability densities, and proposed a generalized version
of WGAN, namely generalized loss-sensitive GAN.
Yet another open problem is conditional training of GANs, where additional
information such as class labels is considered for generating samples correspond-
ingly. A lot of efforts have been made to develop conditional generation methods
for the vanilla GAN (Mirza and Osindero 2014; Springenberg 2015; Salimans
et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016; Odena et al. 2016), and regarding the moment
matching GAN family, the most common approach is to adopt an auxiliary
classifier (Mroueh et al. 2017; Qi 2017). However, Qi (2017) pointed out that
this approach will indeed impair the generalization properties of GANs, and a
trade-off need to be made to balance between cost functions of classification and
generation objectives.
One of the challenges of training GANs, whose generators are updated
by matching the first order moment, is to obtain a discriminator with decent
separation capacity between the generated and targeted sample distributions. If
we assume that the samples can be represented by Gaussian distributed hidden
representations, then the aforementioned problem can be addressed using Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA), straightforwardly. Motivated by this, in this paper
we implement the discriminator with an LDA to provide decision hyper-planes
for training of generators. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We develop a novel method for training of GANs, called Linear Discrim-
inant GAN (LD-GAN), whose discriminator is trained to maximize the
linear separability between the distributions of hidden representations of
generated and targeted samples, while the generator is updated based on
the decision hyper-planes provided by performing LDA over the hidden
representations.
2. We utilize the objective of discriminator as a concrete metric of separation
capacity of the discriminator, we propose a decayed incremental learning
of the discriminator, together with a training scheme that calibrates the
update frequencies of generators and discriminators dynamically to further
stabilize and accelerate the training of LD-GAN. The experimental results
from unsupervised image generation tasks demonstrate that our LD-GAN
can be smoothly trained to generate authentic images, without employment
of neither normalization methods (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015; Salimans and
Kingma 2016) nor additional constraints (decay or clip) on weights.
3. We further expand the LD-GAN to generate images with label conditions,
by performing LDA to discriminate real and generated samples as well
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as class-wise samples simultaneously. The experimental results indicate
improved training stability and better generalization performance of the
LD-GAN, compared to WGAN that employs an auxiliary classifier.
2 Background
2.1 Generative Adversarial Networks
Vanilla GAN: A GAN is formulated as a two-player game, where the generator
Gθ (parameterized by θ) takes a random seed vector z as an input, and produces
a sample Gθ(z) in the data space, while the discriminator Dφ (parameterized by
φ) identifies whether a certain sample comes from the true data distribution Pr(x)
or the generator. Subsequently, the discriminator will be updated according
to the classification performance between generated and real samples, while
the generator will obtain gradients from these samples that cannot deceive the
discriminator. An objective of a vanilla GAN can be formalized by
V (G,D) = min
θ
max
φ
E
x∼Pr(x)
[log(Dφ(x))] + E
z∼P (z)
[log(1−Dφ(Gθ(z)))], (1)
where P (z) is an arbitrary noise distribution such as the uniform distribution or
the normal distribution. In this paper, we use z ∼ N (0,1) for all experiments.
The training of GANs is known to be difficult; one reason is that it is demanding
to make balance between updates of the generator and discriminator. Literally,
an optimal discriminator D∗φ is required to correctly estimate the ratio between
generated and real data distribution Pg(x˜)/Pr(x). Thus, one can start mini-
mizing the Jensen-Shannon divergence (f -divergence in general) by minimizing
the objective function of the generator (Goodfellow et al. 2014; Nowozin et al.
2016), however Jensen-Shannon divergence causes vanishing gradients as the
discriminator saturates (Arjovsky and Bottou 2017).
2.2 GANs with Moment Matching Objectives
In the recent works, a lot effort has been spent to develop generative models
that match the first or second order moments of hidden representations as
their objectives. In the early works, generative models with Maximum Mean
Discrepancy objective (MMD) training was first proposed by Li et al. 2015 and
Dziugaite et al. 2015. Salimans et al. 2016 demonstrated that it is possible to
train generator of a GAN by matching the mean feature extracted from the
discriminator. Mroueh et al. 2017 further proposed a GAN that is trained by
matching statistics of distributions embedded in a finite dimensional feature
space. Besides the GANs that employ moment matching objective explicitly,
there exist several types of GANs implementing moment matching in practice,
despite that they were proposed through other motivations initially, such as
Energy-Based GAN (Zhao et al. 2016), Loss-Sensitive GAN (Qi 2017) and
Wasserstein GAN (Arjovsky et al. 2017). In this paper, we employ a WGAN as
a reference model due to its success in training stability.
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Wasserstein GAN: The WGAN is proposed to solve the vanishing gradients
problem using the Wasserstein distance (also known as earth mover’s distance)
between distribution of generated samples Pg(x˜) and real samples Pr(x). The
discriminator approximates the duality of Wasserstein distance, and the objective
can be formalized by
V (G,D) = min
θ
max
φ,D∈L1
E
x∼Pr(x)
[Dφ(x)]− E
z∼P (z)
[Dφ(Gθ(z))], (2)
where L1 is the set of 1–Lipschitz functions. This objective is shown to be able
to provide meaningful gradients for training the generator in proportion to the
approximated Wasserstein distance.
In practice, weights of a discriminator are clipped within a compact space
[−c, c] in order to provide a Lipschitz continuous function, which limits the
capacity of the discriminator. However, since the Wasserstein distance varies
whenever the generator is updated, the discriminator needs to be updated
constantly in order to provide an approximation of the Wasserstein distance.
Furthermore, since the updates of discriminator are mini-batch based and only
a few of generated and real samples are considered, it is unstable to employ a
momentum based optimizer such as Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) as the original
paper pointed out, and optimization of discriminator is computationally costly.
In the implementations, the discriminator is updated four times more than the
generator within one iteration.
2.3 Class Conditional Generation with GANs
Generative adversarial networks can be extended to conditional models if both
the generator and discriminator are conditioned on an additional variable y. The
variable can be a representation of any type of auxiliary information, such as
class labels that represent categories. Various approaches have been proposed for
conditional generation with vanilla GANs by either using y as the side information
to train the discriminator or tasking the discriminator with reconstructing side
information (Springenberg 2015; Salimans et al. 2016; Odena et al. 2016; Chen
et al. 2016). GANs, which perform matching of statistical moments, usually
follow the approach that employs an auxiliary classifier to provide calibrated
gradients for conditional generation (Qi 2017; Mroueh et al. 2017). However, this
approach does not only rely on the discriminative capacity of the classifier, which
is usually implemented as a cross-entropy loss on the top of its discriminator. But
also, a trade-off must be made to balance between classification and generation
objectives as pointed out by Qi (2017).
2.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) methods are used to compute a linear
combination of features which characterize or separate two or more classes of
objects. The resulting combination may be used as a linear classifier, or used for
dimensionality reduction before employing classification. The transformation
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is based on maximization of a ratio of “between-class variance” to “within-class
variance” to reduce data variation in the same class, and to increase the separation
between classes.
Formally, let X = {xn ∈ RM}Nn=1 be a set of N samples belonging to C
classes. LDA computes a linear projection W ∈ RL×M into a lower dimensional
subspace. The resulting linear combinations of features XW T , where X =
[x1,x2, . . . ,xN ] ∈ RN×M , are maximally separated in this space (Bishop 2006).
The LDA objective used to find an optimal projection matrix W ∗ is formulated
by
W ∗ = argmax
W
WSbW
T
WSwW T
, (3)
where Sw and Sb are the within and between class scatter matrix, which are
computed by
Sw =
∑
c∈C
∑
x∈Xc
(x− µc)(x− µc)T , Sb =
∑
c∈C
Nc(µc − µ)(µc − µ)T , (4)
where C is the number of classes, Xc ⊂ X is the set of samples belonging to the
cth class, Nc = |Xc| is the number of samples in the cth class, µ and µc are the
mean vectors of all samples and samples in the cth class, ∀c ∈ C, C = {1, 2, . . . , C}.
3 Linear Discriminant Generative Adversarial Net-
works
Inspired by Stuhlsatz et al. (2012) and Dorfer et al. (2015), the discriminator of
LD-GAN is implemented as an end-to-end combination of an LDA with a feature
extractor Rφ(x). The discriminator employs an eigenvalue-based objective
function that maximizes the linear discrimination between different sources of
inputs (e.g. distributions of real and generated samples). Let λ denote the
vector of non-travail eigenvalues of S
1
2
b S
−1
w S
1
2T
b , and W =
[
w1,w2, . . . ,wL
]
be
the matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors. Then the objective function can
be reformulated by
V (R) = max
φ
E
x∼Pr(x),z∼P (z)
[λ], (5)
where E[·] is the expectation operator computed over Pr(x) and P (z). Intuitively,
the objective of feature extractor (discriminator) is to provide discriminative
hidden representations for a maximized linear separation between the generated
and real samples. Then the generator moves the generated samples towards the
provided hyper-plane of the desired data distribution by
V (G) = min
θ
E
x∼Pr(x),z∼P (z)
[Hr(ug)−Hg(ug)], (6)
where ug = Rφ(Gθ(z))) are the hidden representations of samples in an M -
dimensional space. H(u) is the distance of a sample to a linear decision hyper-
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Algorithm 1 Unsupervised learning algorithm of our proposed LD-GAN with
dynamic balancing.
1: input: Update scheme F , decay coefficient η.
2: for Some training iterations do
3: Sample a minibatch of noise z ∼ P (z);
4: Generate faked data xg = Gθ(z);
5: Sample a minibatch of real sample xr ∼ Pr(x);
6: Extract hidden representations ug = Rφ(xg) and ur = Rφ(xr);
7: Sample a minibatch of noise z ∼ P (z);
8: Obtain update scheme with Id, Ig = F(λˆ);
9: for Id iterations do
10: Compute{M, N} of the mini-batch and update the incremented {Mˆ, Nˆ , Sˆb, Sˆw}
11: Compute{λˆ, Wˆ } and update the feature extractorRφ by descending the gradient of (6)
12: Decay the Nˆ , Sˆw by multiplying η
13: for Ig iterations do
14: Update the generator Gθ by descending the gradient of (7)
plane in the L-dimensional projected space, which can be computed by
H(u) = uAT − 1
2
diag(MAT ), (7)
where M = [µr,µg] is a matrix of mean vectors of hidden representations of
real and generated samples, A = MWW T are normal vectors of the linear
decision hyper-planes.
Although the dimension of hidden representations u can be arbitrary, the
rank of Sb is 1 for the unsupervised case where samples are distinguished by
“real” or “generated”. Therefore, the projection maps vectors to a 1-dimensional
space, andWW T becomes a scalar. The objective of generator can be simplified
to minimize the l2 distance (µr −µg)2 between the mean vectors. Alternatively,
minimizing the eigenvalue λ can be also employed as the objective. However,
sinceW is invariant to scaling, this type of objective will result in an unbounded
variance for ug if there are no constraints on weights of discriminator, and quality
of generated samples is decreased in practice.
Relationship to the Least-Square GAN:Mao et al. (2016) proposed a GAN
that employs least square error between samples and coding as its objective
function. It is well-known that the objective of a binary LDA is equivalent to
that of the least-square linear regression with coding Nr+NgNr and −
Nr+Ng
Ng
for
real and generated samples (Bishop 2006), respectively. While the LS-GAN is
a non-parametric model that focuses on penalizing individual samples that are
away from the given coding in both discriminator and generator, the proposed
LD-GAN can be seen as a first order moment matching method with Gaussian
assumption of the hidden representations.
Incremental learning of discriminators: As aforementioned, updating a
discriminator in a mini-batch style results in an inaccurate approximation of the
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targeted distribution, and costs more iterations for updating the discriminator
in practical implementations. Therefore, an incremental (online) learning of
the discriminator is useful to obtain better stability, which could be easily
implemented while updating the LDA. We follow the approach proposed by Pang
et al. (2005), and further introduce a decay coefficient for re-weighting the
importance of former batches along with the update of the discriminator. That
is, in each iteration, we first compute {M, N} for a mini-batch and calculate
the total {Mˆ, Nˆ , Sˆb, Sˆw}. Then, we preform an LDA method to obtain λˆ as the
objective. After updating the discriminator, we multiply the Nˆ , Sˆw with a η ≤ 1
to decrease the the importance of former batches. The incremental learning of
the discriminator allows the generator to be updated more frequently since the
obtained decision hyper-planes are more stable, compared to that obtained using
only a mini-batch.
Dynamic balancing: With the parametric assumption, the divergence between
hidden representations of generated and real samples can be represented by the
eigenvalues λ straightforwardly. Thus, it is able to balance the update frequency
between discriminator and generator during training with a given scheme F ,
e.g. the discriminator is updated more frequently than the generator when the
eigenvalues get smaller, and vice versa. Keep in mind that in (5), the objective
of our proposed discriminator is unbounded, similar to that of the Wasserstein
GAN, however we do not employ constraints such as weight decay or weight
clipping to bound the mean discrepancy explicitly. In the experimental analyses,
we observed that the implicit constraints implemented by dynamic balancing
act as a good regularization method and provide a faster convergence compared
to employment of explicit constraints.
3.1 Conditional generation with LD-GAN
In order to implement conditional generation in LD-GAN, the objective of the
feature extractor is determined to provide discriminative hidden representations
for a maximized linear separation between Cr classes of real and Cg classes of
generated samples by maximizing λ1. And the generator enforces the distance
to the decision hyper-plane of the desired class c˜ to be closer compared to all
other decision hyper-planes by minimizing
V (G) = min
θ
E
x∼Pr(x),z∼P (z)
∑
c∈{Cr,Cg}
[
Hc(u)−Hc˜(u)
]
. (8)
Obviously, if Pr(x|yc) = Pg(x|yc) for all C classes, then the eigenvalues
obtained by discriminating Cr will be the same as that obtained by discriminating
{Cr, Cg}. Thus we conjecture that, given a generator with infinite capacity, by
gradually matching the mean of hidden representations µc towards the desired
1Here it is unnecessary that Cg = Cr, e.g. training data contain positive and negative
samples, for the task that only needs to generate positive samples, the negative samples can
be employed to calibrate the gradients.
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(a) Results obtained using weight clip.
(b) Results obtained without using weight clip.
(c) Results obtained without using BN in both G and D.
(d) Results obtained by optimizing models with Adam.
Figure 1: Unsupervised generation using different configurations. left : WGAN,
right : LD-GAN
class mean µc˜2, a Nash equilibrium of the generator and discriminator (θ∗, φ∗)
can be reached, where φ∗ is the parameter of an optimal classifier trained on
Pr(x|yc) (an empirical result is provided in Figure 4(b)). In practice, since we do
not have such information about the classifier during training of LD-GAN, the λ
cannot be considered as a direct metric of divergence between Pr(x) and Pg(x˜).
To avoid confusion, we employ a fixed update scheme rather than dynamic
balancing in this paper for conditional generation experiments.
4 Experiments
In this section, we experimentally analyze our proposed method in unsupervised
and conditional generation tasks. For unsupervised generation, we use the
bedroom subset of the LSUN dataset (Yu et al. 2015), and for conditional
generation, we use the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al. 1998), and the whole LSUN
dataset with all the 10 classes. The neural networks employed in the experiments
2More precisely, the similarity (inner product) between the projected hidden representation
and class mean is increased.
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(a) Results obtained using weight clip.
(b) Results obtained without using weight clip.
Figure 2: Comparison of variance of hidden representations of generated and
real samples between WGAN and LD-GAN (a) with/(b) without using weight
clip constraints. Convergence metrics are depicted with blue line (approxi-
mated Wasserstein distance and mean of eigenvalues for WGAN and LD-GAN,
respectively). left : WGAN, right : LD-GAN
are given in supplemental material.
4.1 Stability analysis for unsupervised generation
In this section, we analyze the stability of proposed methods using various
configurations. First, we investigate the behaviour of WGAN and LD-GAN,
using (Figure 1(a)) and without using (Figure 1(b)) weight clip. Then we setup
two difficult configurations with which the WGAN is considered to be unstable,
that is, no employment of BN in neither generator (G) nor discriminator (D) and
optimization with Adam. Additionally, we remain the weight clip for training
of WGAN, while the LD-GAN is trained without constrain on weights due to
the unnecessity. The updated frequency for G and D are set to be ln(λ) and
ln(1/λ) with a minimum 1 per iteration, respectively. The results are provided
in Figure 1, the proposed LD-GAN is able to generate authentic images in
both standard and difficult configurations, with an unbounded objective for
discriminator as aforementioned.
The variation of statistical moments observed during training is provided
in Figure 2. It can be seen that, for standard WGAN trained with weight
clip, after the discriminator reaches its upper bound of capacity (approximately
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(a) AC-WGAN (b) LD-GAN
Figure 3: Conditional generation using the MNIST digits.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Comparison of convergence using AC-WGAN and LD-GAN. The
Wasserstein distance approximated by WGAN is given by red line, and the mean
of eigenvalues obtained from training LDA is depicted by blue line. (b) Training
process of a classifier on the dataset that only contains true samples (blue) and
the dataset contains a mixture of true and generated samples (red and green).
20K∼30K iterations, when the variance of real samples stops growing), the
mean and variance of real and fake samples start to get closer slowly. Once the
constraints are removed, the divergence between mean of real and generated
samples grows exponentially. Interestingly, the system is still able to generate
authentic (but with low quality) images thanks to the exponential growth of
variance. It is notable that, the variance of generated samples is remarkably larger
than that of real samples, which suggests the difficulty of reducing divergence
between distributions using the Wasserstein distance objective, and the quality
of generated samples could be biased since some samples maybe distant from the
true distribution even the mean discrepancy is small. On the other hand, the
proposed LD-GAN shows better stability and consistency in variance between
two distributions in both cases.
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4.2 Class Conditional generation
In this section, we give the results for conditional generation using the proposed
LD-GAN. For comparison, we employ a WGAN with an auxiliary classifier
(Odena et al. 2016) using 1 : 1 generation and classification loss as a reference
model (denoted by AC-WGAN). We train an AC-WGAN model and a LD-
GAN model on MNIST using a similar structure as utilized for generation of the
bedroom dataset with minor modifications. The LD-GAN is implemented without
imposing constraints on weights, and we employ RMSProp for optimization
of both models. At each iteration, we update the discriminator 5 times and
generator 1 time for training of AC-WGAN, and we update both discriminator
and generator 2 times for training of LD-GAN.
The images generated on the MNIST are presented in Figure 3 in comparison
with the results obtained using AC-WGAN. The results show that the digits
generated using LD-GAN have better quality and diversity. In order to investigate
the results, we further provide convergence results for both methods in Figure 4(a).
It is observed that the mean of eigenvalues (blue line) decreases as training
proceeds, and finally reaches to a stable range. However, we observe that the
Wasserstein distance approximated by WGAN (red line) is almost left unchanged
from the beginning of training. Therefore, we argue that, in AC-WGAN, it can
be difficult to give consideration to both Wasserstein distance and classification
loss, and the categorical cross-entropy loss obtained from classifiers contributed
more in generating authentic digits, rather than the Wasserstein distance.
We further design an experiment to demonstrate the generalization of our
proposed LD-GAN. We train two deep LDA classifiers (using the same architec-
ture of the discriminator employed above) to classify 10 classes of real samples,
and 10 classes of real in addition to 10 classes of generated samples (20 classes
in total), respectively. According to the argument made in Section 3.1, both
classifiers should provide similar eigenvalues since they cannot separate the real
and generated samples belonging to the same class efficiently. Otherwise, the
eigenvalues should be different due to a change in Sb when real and generated
samples can be separated. In the results given in Figure 4(b), the Mixed stands
for training a classifier with mixed real and generated samples. It can be seen
that, the increase of mean of eigenvalues shows high consistency between classi-
fiers trained with real and generated samples from LD-GAN. We also provide
the results obtained using samples generated with AC-WGAN for reference, the
larger mean of eigenvalues in this case indicates a better separation capacity of
the classifier for real and generated samples, as observed in Figure 3(a).
In order to demonstrate the stability of the proposed method, we further
employ the whole LSUN (using all 10 classes) datasets, and train a pair of
generator and discriminator which are 3 and 2 layers deeper than formerly used
for the bedroom dataset using both models, thus the classifiers trained using
cross-entropy loss in AC-WGAN can barely contribute to the generation of
authentic images. The results given in Figure 5 show that, AC-WGAN model
fails to generate meaningful images and collapses to identical patterns for each
class, while the proposed LD-GAN was still able to generate scene images with
11
(a) AC-WGAN (b) LD-GAN
Figure 5: Conditional generation with 10 classes of LSUN.
reasonable quality.
5 Conclusions
We introduce a novel approach to improve the stability and generalization per-
formance of vanilla GAN for both unsupervised and class conditional generation.
The proposed method employ Linear Discriminant Analysis on the top of the
discriminator to maximize the linear separability between the distributions of
generated and targeted samples. We experimentally show that the proposed
LD-GAN is able to overcome the instability caused by the moment matching ob-
jective, and generate authentic images in both unsupervised and class conditional
generation tasks.
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Table 1: Neural network configurations for LSUN datasets. The DeConvolution
and Convolution layer parameters are denoted by (De)Conv –<kernel size-
stride>–number of output channels–activation and normalization. The fully
connected layer parameters are denoted by Fc-number of output features, no
activation nor batch normalization is employed after Fc layers. For conditional
generation of LSUN full datasets, the outputs of AC-WGAN are Wasserstein
distance and scores of 10 classes. For LD-GAN, the discriminator outputs 64
features to LDA. top: generators, bottom: discriminators.
LSUN Bedroom LSUN full
DeConv–<4×4-1×1>–1024–LeakyRelu+BN DeConv–<5×5-1×1>–512–LeakyRelu+BN
DeConv–<4×4-2×2>–512–Relu+BN DeConv–<3×3-2×2>–512–Relu+BN
DeConv–<4×4-2×2>–256–Relu+BN DeConv–<3×3-1×1>–512–Relu+BN
DeConv–<4×4-2×2>–128–Relu+BN DeConv–<3×3-2×2>–384–Relu+BN
DeConv–<4×4-2×2>–3–Tanh DeConv–<3×3-1×1>–384–Relu+BN
DeConv–<3×3-2×2>–256–Relu+BN
DeConv–<3×3-2×2>–128–Relu+BN
DeConv–<3×3-1×1>–3–Tanh
output size: 64×64 output size: 80×80
Conv–<4×4-2×2>–64–LeakyRelu Conv–<3×3-2×2>–64–LeakyRelu
Conv–<4×4-2×2>–128–LeakyRelu+BN Conv–<3×3-2×2>–128–LeakyRelu+BN
Conv–<4×4-2×2>–256–LeakyRelu+BN Conv–<3×3-2×2>–256–LeakyRelu+BN
Conv–<4×4-2×2>–512–LeakyRelu+BN Conv–<3×3-1×1>–256–LeakyRelu+BN
Conv–<3×3-2×2>–512–LeakyRelu+BN
Conv–<3×3-2×2>–512–LeakyRelu+BN
Fc–1 Fc–1+10(AC-WGAN) / 64(LD-GAN)
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